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Abstract: - Due to the eruption of Internet contents and the need to interact with these contents quickly,
Internet speed and subscribers’ download and upload bandwidths become important limiting issues. Increasing
the purchased bandwidth from Internet Service Provider (ISP) can mainly solve these issues. However, the
purchased bandwidth is not the real bandwidth subscribers obtained and paid for. Many factors impact the real
obtained bandwidth. One of these important factors is the time of the day a subscriber access the Internet.
In this work, we attempt to measure Internet connection speed over time. The recorded values proved the
impact and effect of time on the speed and quality of the purchased bandwidth. To this end, we proposed a
prediction models based on time series analysis and nonlinear autoregressive with exogenous input (NARX)
neural network to predict the actual Internet connection bandwidth over time. Two NARX models have been
implemented; the first one is for the download bandwidth and the other is for the upload bandwidth. These
models obtained 86% and 88% in the validation test. These models can be utilized to predict the actual
bandwidth an ISP can offer to a customer.
Key-Words: - Time Series, Nonlinear autoregressive with external input (NARX), Bandwidth, Internet Speed,
Neural Network

1 Introduction

IAS consists of three main parts, latency, upload
and download bandwidth. Measuring these three
parts exactly will give us the speed of our
connection. Download is the downstream direction
of the data (from ISP to subscriber). Upload is in the
opposite direction. Finally, latency is the time
required by a packet to cross the distance between a
source and a destination. Latency can be measured
easily with ping protocol. Latency varies with the
physical location of the destination. Local sites have
lower latency. Latency is very important to some
network applications, such as, VoIP calls and
network gaming [2]. Latency can be affected by
many factors like congestion.

Due to Internet content inflation, Internet access
speed is one of the important issues around the
Internet. Multimedia, VoIP, VoD and online
streaming are carried across the Internet. These
contents are bandwidth hungry.
Network bandwidth is defined as the number of
bits that network carries per second [1]. Among
non-technical users, network bandwidth is known as
network speed. This is misleading information.
When users purchase an Internet connection from an
Internet service provider (ISP), they ask about the
Internet connection or access speed (IAS). ISP’s
customers’ service staff usually answers with vague
words, like, the speed is up to 2 Mbps. However,
this answer is only the download bandwidth of the
access link or the last mile link. Moreover, what is
the meaning of “up to”?
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Measuring the download and upload bandwidths
requires special collaboration between a client and a
server. The server generates a random file that the
client downloads it. Subsequently, the client
generates a file and uploads it to the server. The
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result is the bandwidth of subscriber’s access
connection. This bandwidth also varies according to
different factors, such as, distance from ISP,
congestion, time of day, throttling and server side
issues. This is why ISP staff uses “up to” phrase
when customers purchase Internet access links.
However, are we getting the speed we pay for it?

Although Internet connections have reached
everywhere, users and subscribers still suffer from
low-quality connections in third world countries [48]. Moreover, a massive technical gap is found in
broadband connection among world countries [9].
Nevertheless, Internet subscribers attempt to bear
these connections. Researchers and developers
attempted to search for methods to tackle this issue.
Many methods have been emerged, such as, offline
downloading [10]. Two approaches have been
proposed in this paradigm; cloud-based and smart
access points. In cloud-based approach, companies
install massive storage server pools in each Internet
service provider (ISP). These servers cache the
contents of all ISPs subscribers to download the
content from their ISPs in a fast model. This
approach has been followed in China, such as Baidu
CloudDisk [11] and Tencent Xuanfeng [12]. In [6],
a system similar to offline cloud-based download
has been implemented and tested. The authors
reported a massive performance of the quality of
Internet connections. However, this model requires
that content providers install servers in each ISP.
This is a very hard and complex process when
different services from different companies occur
around the word.

Figure 1 shows the official US government
national broadband map of East Coast [3]. The map
has two main colors; dark pink and green. Dark pink
means that the advertised connection speed is higher
than the actual real speed. Green shows that the
actual speed is equal to the purchased one. We can
observe that even in US the actual bandwidth is
lower than the purchased one.
In this work, we attempt to measure our local
Internet access bandwidth to prove that it varies
with time. To this end, a web crawler has been
implemented to measure the download and upload
bandwidths over time. Subsequently, we propose a
model based on time series analysis and artificial
neural network to predict the bandwidth of an access
link over the time. This prediction can be utilized to
show the best time to download offline content.
Two nonlinear autoregressive with exogenous input
(NARX) neural network models have been
implemented to predict the upload and download
bandwidths of the access link.

The second offline downloading approach is
smart access points. These access points attempt to
download user content before even requested.
Subsequently, users can download this content at
home LAN speed. Two main smart access points
have been developed in China; HiWiFi [13],
MiWiFi [14]. However, such a system requires
customizing according to users requirements around
the world. For example, in Chine a video on demand
peer-to-peer system named Fengxing [15] is used.
This system can be customized in smart AP.
However, in other countries around the word, such
as, Middle East, this system is not used. Moreover,
sometime customizing not only depends on
geographical areas only.

Figure 1: Broadband Map of US East Coast

The rest of this paper is organized as follows;
section 2 overviews some of the related works that
have been conducted in this area. Section 3
introduces time series analysis and NARX model.
Section 4 demonstrated the conducted experiment.
Section 5 shows the results. Finally, section 6
concludes this paper.

In this work, we attempt to tackle the issue of
Internet speed by predicting the best time to
download content. This work differs from previous
works in two main points. First, we did not
proposing a complex or structure enhancement to
ISP nor content providers. Second, our system
predicts the best time to download content and does
not attempt to enhance download bandwidth.

2 Related Works
3 NARX Neural Networks
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Time series analysis is defined as a collection of
methods and procedures that find coherency among
events occurred over a period of time. Subsequently,
it can predict the occurrence of new events. Time
series analysis can be divided into two main
paradigms; statistical and intelligent methods.

4.1 Data harvesting
To collect multi-bandwidth measurements,
OOKLA speed test has been utilized [22]. OOKLA
is one of the most popular Internet speed test over
the globe. OOKLA website is constructed utilizing
flash technology. To obtain a new data, BEGIN
TEST button should be clicked. Subsequently, file
downloading and uploading processes should finish
before obtaining the results. This process must be
automated to collect the readings over time.
However, crawling flash webpages is complex. It is
harder than static and dynamic webpages.

Statistical methods [16], such as, fractional
difference model, Structure model and Bayesian
method are easy to understand and implement.
However, they are not tractable in complex time
series and complex evolvements [17]. On the other
hand, intelligent methods [18, 19], such as, NARX,
multilayer perceptron’s with back propagation and
neural networks are better for time series analysis
with missing and incomplete data. Moreover, they
can model non-linear problems [20]. Finally, they
have been utilized in time predication for different
issues [21]

In static webpages, HTML code can be read to
obtain the required information. Moreover, dynamic
webpages can be mimicked to execute JavaScripts
to obtain links to more data. However, flash is an
application. To harvest these records, Autohotkey
scripting language [23] has been utilized to mimic
the behavior of OOKLA webpage users.
Atypical OOKLA webpage user would first,
open a new browser page. Then the link of OOKLA
should be called. After that, BEGIN TEST button
should be clicked. A delay should be inserted.
Finally, copy the results and paste them in a text
file. The script mimicked these steps and executes
them once every 20 minutes. We started our script
on the 24th of June, 2015 and stopped after two
weeks. Our Internet connection in this experiment
was WiMAX connection with a 2 Mbps of speed.
Approximately 990 bandwidth records have been
collected. Some of the readings have failed because
of issues in our delay time or issues in the webpage.

Figure 2: NARX Neural Network

In this work, NARX has been utilized to generate
our prediction networks model. NARX or nonlinear
autoregressive exogenous model is a nonlinear
autoregressive model which has exogenous inputs.
Exogenous means that there is one or more feedback
inputs to the model. NARX can be implemented
utilizing back propagation neural network (BPNN).
The use of BPNN model requires the old output
values to be fed back to the input. Figure 2 shows a
neural network NARX model. One thing to be
mention is that back propagation is utilized to
optimize the values of network weights. However,
the back propagation utilized in NARX is an
extended version of the classical algorithm.

Finally, a Python script has been written to
process the generated text file to obtain the
download speed, uploaded speed and time records.

4.2 Prediction models construction
The NARX neural network models generated in
this work for predicting the upload and the
download bandwidth have the same structure and
procedure. So, we will demonstrate only one of
them. So, let’s choose and explore the process of
generating the NARX model of the download
bandwidth.

4 Experiment

To generate the NARX model, the following
steps have been conducted. First, the recorded
values have been averaged for each hour. In other
words, every three values have been averaged to

The conducted experiment consists of two parts;
data harvesting and prediction model construction.
The following sections demonstrate these parts.
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obtain a single value for each hour. The output of
this process is a vector of 330 values. The difference
between neighbor hour values has been calculated
for two times. Two differences have been used to
average the data around zero can be shown in Figure
3. The output of this process has been normalized by
dividing the data over the maximum recorded value.
Figure 3 shows the normalized output values.

<X2,X3,X4> and raw L <XL,XL+1,XL+2 >. This
training matrix has been utilized to train the NARX
neural network model, which has the configuration
parameters in Table 1. Alg. 1 shows the algorithm
utilized to arrange training data.
Algorithm 1: Arranging Training Data

Figure 3: Normalized Download Bandwidth

Secondly, the normalized values should be
divided to input and output data to train the model.
To divide the normalized data, the correlation
distance between values is required. The correlation
distance is defined as the number of previous values
over time required to predict a new value. In other
words, how many time steps the memory of the
model requires generating or predicting a new step?
To answer these questions autocorrelation and
partial autocorrelation of the collected normalized
data should be calculated. Figure 4 and Figure 5
show autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation of
the data. According to the analysis in [24] two
sparks in partial autocorrelation associated with the
pattern in autocorrelation figure demonstrate that 2
old values are enough to produce or predict a new
value. This means that the inputs of the model
should be two old values and the output is the new
value.

Figure 4: Autocorrelation Function (ACF)

According to autocorrelation analysis, the data has
been arranged in a matrix with three columns. The
first two columns are the input data, the last column
is the output data. Moreover, the output of the first
raw should be the second input of the second raw.
The first input of the second raw is the second input
of the first raw. In other words, if the recoded data
are <X1, X2, X3,……… Xn>, the first raw of the
training matrix will be <X1,X2,X3 > the second raw
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5 Experiment Results
Table 1: Model Parameters

Experiment results are divided into two sections.
The first section shows the quality of sustainability
of the download bandwidth. The second section
shows the results of the proposed method.

5.1 Internet Connection quality
The recorded download bandwidth values are
shown in Figure 6. The figure shows the fluctuation
and variation in the download bandwidth. This
variation can be translated as the quality of the
purchased connection. It can also be noticed from
the figure that the time of the day is one important
parameter that impact the quality of the connection
(maximum download bandwidth is recorded in the
morning). The x axis is a logged scale axis. The
values of x axis start at 1 PM every day.

Parameter

Value

Number of hidden layers

1

Number of neuron in input layer

2

Number of neuron in hidden layer

10

5.2 The Proposed Models
After constructing the models, the Input matrix
and the output vectors have been divided into two
parts. The first part, we call it the first matrix, has
been utilized to train the constructed models. The
training matrix has been divided into three parts;
40% for training, 30% for testing and finally, 30%
for validation The second part of the data, the
second matrix, has been utilized to validate our
model. We divided our records to 300 records for
training matrix and 20 records for validation.

Figure 7 shows the CDF of the recorded
download bandwidth values. We can observe from
the figure that our Internet connection gave us less
than 50% of the purchased connection 50% of the
time. Moreover, we can also observe that less than
2% of the time we got the real bandwidth of our
connection. In addition, we can observe that the
recorded bandwidth can be less than 20% of the real
bandwidth.

Figure 8: Regression Output

After training the first model- the download
bandwidth predictor- we obtained 86% in the
validation test. Figure 8 shows the regression value
of this model. Subsequently, we utilized the model
to obtain the output data from the last 20 inputs.
For the second model - upload bandwidth
predictor- we utilized the same previous steps. We
obtained a validation of 88%.

Figure 7: CDF of Download Bandwidth
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Figure 6: Recorded download bandwidth values

Figure 9 shows the comparison of the real
values and the predicted ones.
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